On **Friday, November 12, 2021**, the second edition of the international Digital Health symposium **DigiHealthDay**, will be hosted by European Campus Rottal-Inn, Deggendorf Institute of Technology (**DIT-ECRI**). The event is endorsed and sponsored by the Bavarian State Ministry of Health and Care (**StMGP**), Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society (**HIMSS**), International Society for Telemedicine & eHealth (**ISfTeH**), International Medical Informatics Association (**IMIA**), European Federation for Medical Informatics (**EFMI**), German Society of Digital Medicine (**BGDM**), German Telemedicine Society (**DGTelemed**), Bavarian Telemedicine Alliance (**BTA**), Armenian Association of Telemedicine (**AATM**), City of Pfarrkirchen, Roche, Russian-Armenian University (**RAU**), People's Friendship University of Russia (**RUDN**), National Healthcare University of Ukraine (**NHU**), and DigitalHealthNews.eu (**media partner**).

This year, one of the key Digital Health events in Germany, **'Munich Digital Healthcare Summit'** is partnering with DigiHealthDay and DIT-ECRI to begin a milestone partnership of future collaborative international event series in the region.

DigiHealthDay-2021 on Nov 12, begin with the welcome address by honorary **Klaus Holetschek** - Minister of State for Health and Care, honorary **Bernd Sibler** - Minister of State for Science and the Arts (Bayern), and other dignitaries; followed by keynotes, parallel sessions, impulse talks, and a panel discussion.

Distinguished experts at DigiHealthDay-2021 include **Prof. Slyvia Thun**, **Prof. Rajendra Gupta**, **Prof. Brian Dixon**, **Dr. med. Filippo Martino**, **Ms. Tatyana Kanzaveli**, **Dr. Najeeb Al-Shorbaji**, and **Dr. Nathan Lea**. The main highlight event of the year is the panel discussion **“The Future of Digital Health Data: Achieving the Opportunities, Addressing the Anxieties, Responding to Risks”** with panelist: **Dr. Georg Muenzenrieder**, **PD Dr. med. Dominik Pförringer**, **Ms. Tatyana Kanzaveli**, and **Mr. Artur Olesch**. The host for the discussion is **Prof. Dipak Kalra**.
Scientific Session, EFMI Session, Student Session, and CONEDIG session are hosted parallel. Speaking at the EFMI Session are Dr. Lars Lindsköld, Prof. Tomas Lindroth, Dr. Roberta Gazzarata, Prof. Mauro Giacomini, and Dr. Valentina Lichtner. In the Scientific Sessions, selected academic papers in Digital Health will be presented. The Students Session is the stage for recognizing sprouting talents. At CONEDIG Session, The Consortium of Educational Institutions in Digital Health (CONEDIG) will converse on educational reforms, goals, and challenges in Digital Health.

To know more about the future of healthcare, join us and many leading international experts from Germany, United Kingdom, United States, India, Hungary, Poland, Sweden, Italy and other countries. The whole day will keep you occupied with information and knowledge, so keep your calendar light. Register here if you have not already and make sure you don’t miss this opportunity. The closing date for registration and last submission day for Student Session is November 1st. See here for details. Complete program detail will be available on the website, soon. Stay tuned.

WE WELCOME* everyone available to present to DIT-European Campus Rottal-Inn IN-PERSON and JOIN US ONSITE! The following is applicable: the 3G rule (vaccinated, recovered, or tested) to be checked at the entrance, wearing FFP2 mask in the rooms if the minimum distance cannot be maintained. (*Subject to change at short notice depending on the official regulation).

Looking forward to your participation!

DigiHealthDay Team